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(57) ABSTRACT 

Apparatus for mobile communication includes a Switch and a 
plurality of access points, which are arranged in a wireless 
local area network (WLAN) to communicate over the air on a 
common frequency channel with a mobile station using a 
common basic service set identification (BSSID) for all the 
access points. The access points are coupled by a LAN to the 
Switch so that upon receiving at one or more of the access 
points an uplink signal transmitted over the WLAN by the 
mobile station on the common frequency channel, the one or 
more of the access points convey messages responsively to 
the uplink signal over the LAN to the Switch. A manager node 
is coupled to the Switch so as to receive the messages and is 
adapted to process the messages so as to select one of the 
access points to respond to the uplink signal. 
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WIRELESS LAN CONTROL OVER AWIRED 
NETWORK 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATION 

0001. This application is a continuation-in-part of U.S. 
patent application Ser. No. 10/664,631, filed Sep. 19, 2003, 
which is a continuation-in-part of U.S. patent application Ser. 
No. 10/214,271, filed Aug. 7, 2002. Both of these related 
applications are assigned to the assignee of the present patent 
application, and their disclosures are incorporated herein by 
reference. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to wireless 
communications, and specifically to methods and devices for 
improving the performance of wireless local area networks. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Wireless local area networks (WLANs) are gaining 
in popularity, and new wireless applications are being devel 
oped. The original WLAN standards, such as “Bluetooth” and 
IEEE 802.11, were designed to enable communications at 1-2 
Mbps in a band around 2.4 GHz. More recently, IEEE work 
ing groups have defined the 802.11a, 802.11b and 802.11g 
extensions to the original standard, in order to enable higher 
data rates. The 802.11a standard, for example, envisions data 
rates up to 54 Mbps over short distances in a 5 GHz band, 
while 802.11b defines data rates up to 22 Mbps in the 2.4 GHz 
band. In the context of the present patent application and in 
the claims, the term “802.11 is used to refer collectively to 
the original IEEE 802.11 standard and all its variants and 
extensions, unless specifically noted otherwise. 
0004. The theoretical capability of new WLAN technolo 
gies to offer high communication bandwidth to mobile users 
is severely hampered by the practical limitations of wireless 
communications. Indoor propagation of radio frequencies is 
not isotropic, because radio waves are influenced by building 
layout and furnishings. Therefore, even when wireless access 
points are carefully positioned throughout a building, some 
“black holes' generally remain areas with little or no radio 
reception. Furthermore, 802.11 wireless links can operate at 
full speed only under conditions of high signal/noise ratio. 
Signal strength scales inversely with the distance of the 
mobile station from its access point, and therefore so does 
communication speed. A single mobile station with poor 
reception due to distance or radio propagation problems can 
slow down WLAN access for all other users in its basic 
service set (BSS—the group of mobile stations communicat 
ing with the same access point in a conventional 802.11 
WLAN). 
0005. The natural response to these practical difficulties 
would be to distribute a greater number of access points 
within the area to be served. If a WLAN receiver receives 
signals simultaneously from two sources of similar strength 
on the same frequency channel, however, it is generally 
unable to decipher either signal. The 802.11 standard pro 
vides a mechanism for collision avoidance known as clear 
channel assessment (CCA), which requires a station to refrain 
from transmitting when it senses other transmissions on its 
frequency channel. In practice, this mechanism is of limited 
utility and can place a heavy burden on different BSSs oper 
ating on the same frequency channel. 
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0006. Therefore, in 802.11 WLANs known in the art, 
access points in mutual proximity must use different fre 
quency channels. Theoretically the 809.11b and 802.11g 
standards define 14 frequency channels in the 2.4 GHz band, 
but because of bandwidth and regulatory limitations, WLANs 
operating according to these standards in the United States 
actually have only three different frequency channels from 
which to choose. (In other countries, such as Spain, France 
and Japan, only one channel is available.) As a result, in 
complex, indoor environments, it becomes practically impos 
sible to distribute wireless access points closely enough to 
give strong signals throughout the environment without Sub 
stantial overlap in the coverage areas of different access 
points operating on the same frequency channel. 
0007 U.S. Patent Application Publication US 2003/ 
0.133422 A1, to Bims, whose disclosure is incorporated 
herein by reference, describes a communication system in 
which packets transmitted over the airby a mobile station are 
received by multiple repeaters. The repeaters are coupled to a 
Switch via a wired connection. In a disclosed embodiment, 
the repeaters are connected to the switch via an Ethernet LAN 
and exchange packets with mobile stations using the 802.11 
protocol. Some of the MAC (medium access control) func 
tionality that is typically associated with access points in a 
802.11 WLAN is taken out of the repeaters and centralized in 
the switch. Specifically, the MAC layer is split to enable 
transfer of messages over wiring Such as CATS LAN cabling. 
0008 Each repeater that receives a packet from a mobile 
station without error determines the received signal strength, 
and forwards the packet along with a received signal strength 
indicator (RSSI) to the switch. The RSSI is used in determin 
ing which repeater should send an acknowledgment to the 
mobile station. This architecture is said to allow for overlap 
ping coverage between cells Supported by the repeaters. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0009. The present invention provides methods and devices 
for enhancing the coverage and speed of WLAN systems, and 
particularly of WLAN systems that are built around a wired 
LAN infrastructure. In embodiments of the present invention, 
a WLAN system comprises multiple wireless access points, 
which are distributed within a service region and are linked by 
a wired LAN. The access points communicate with mobile 
stations in the service region in accordance with one or more 
of the 802.11 standards. In order to provide complete cover 
age of the service region, with strong communication signals 
throughout the region, the access points may be closely 
spaced, and their areas of coverage may substantially overlap 
one another. 
0010. An access point manager node on the LAN coordi 
nates and controls the operations of the access points, as 
described hereinbelow. The access points communicate with 
the manager node via a switch in the LAN. Novel techniques 
provided by the present invention enable low-latency com 
munication between the access points and manager over the 
LAN. These techniques permit the access points to interact 
with the mobile stations, under control of the manager, within 
the tight timing constraints of 802.11 protocols, notwith 
standing the inherently high latency of wired LANs (even 
Gigabit Ethernet LANs) that are known in the art. The WLAN 
system is thus able to accommodate conventional, 802.11— 
compliant mobile stations Substantially without modification. 
0011. In some embodiments of the present invention, all 
the access points that operate on a given frequency channel 
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within a given service region of the WLAN system belong to 
the same basic service set (BSS) and thus share the same BSS 
identification (BSSID). (By contrast, in 802.11 WLAN sys 
tems known in the art, each BSS includes only a single access 
point.) Therefore, in these embodiments, any of the access 
points that are within range of a given mobile station are 
capable of receiving and responding to uplink messages from 
the mobile station. These access points forward all uplink 
management and broadcast messages over the LAN, via the 
Switch, to the access point manager, which selects one of the 
access points to respond to the mobile station and to receive 
Subsequent data messages from the mobile station. The 
access point manager assigns one access point to serve each 
mobile station in the WLAN. Problems of overlapping cov 
erage areas and collisions are thus resolved. The access points 
may therefore be deployed within the service region as 
closely as desired, so that mobile stations everywhere in the 
service region experience good radio coverage and can oper 
ate at optimal speed. 
0012. Although the embodiments described herein make 
reference to the 802.11 family of wireless standards and use 
terminology taken from these standards, the principles of the 
present invention may similarly be applied in wireless LANs 
of other types, based on other standards and communication 
protocols. Similarly, although these embodiments are built 
around Ethernet LANs, and particularly Gigabit Ethernet 
LANs, the principles of the present invention may likewise be 
applied using LANs of other types for communication 
between the access points and manager node. 
0013 There is therefore provided, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention, apparatus for mobile 
communication, including: 
0014 a switch, having a plurality of ports for connection 

to a wired local area network (LAN); 
00.15 a plurality of access points, which are arranged in a 
wireless local area network (WLAN) to communicate over 
the air on a common frequency channel with a mobile station 
using a common basic service set identification (BSSID) for 
all the access points, and which are coupled by the LAN to the 
Switch so that upon receiving at one or more of the access 
points an uplink signal transmitted over the WLAN by the 
mobile station on the common frequency channel, the one or 
more of the access points convey messages responsively to 
the uplink signal over the LAN to the switch; and 
0016 a manager node, which is coupled to the switch so as 
to receive the messages and is adapted to process the mes 
sages so as to select one of the access points to respond to the 
uplink signal, and to send an instruction via the Switch to the 
selected one of the access points to transmit a response to the 
mobile station. 
0017. Typically, the access points have respective service 
areas, and are arranged so that the service areas Substantially 
overlap. 
0018. In disclosed embodiments, the access points are 
configured to communicate with the mobile station Substan 
tially inaccordance with IEEE Standard 802.11, and the LAN 
is an Ethernet LAN. In one embodiment, the LAN is charac 
terized by a data transmission rate of at least 1 Gbps. In 
another embodiment, the LAN is characterized by a data 
transmission rate that is Substantially less than 1 Gbps. 
0019. In disclosed embodiments, the manager node has an 
address on the LAN, and the access points are adapted to 
convey the messages over the LAN in the form of data frames 
directed to the address of the manager node. Typically, the 
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access points are configured to communicate over the LAN 
exclusively with the manager node. 
0020. In some embodiments, the access points are adapted 
to receive an uplink data packet sent by the mobile station 
using the uplink signal, and to fragment the uplink data packet 
among a Succession of the data frames for conveyance over 
the LAN via the switch to the manager node. Typically, the 
access points are operative to fragment the uplink data packet 
so that the data frames have a length that is no more than 10% 
of a maximum frame length permitted on the LAN. Addition 
ally or alternatively, the access points are operative to frag 
ment the uplink data packet so that the data frames have a 
length that is equal to a minimum frame length permitted on 
the LAN. 
0021 Typically, the uplink data packet includes a destina 
tion address, and the manager node is adapted to reassemble 
the uplink data packet from the Succession of the data frames, 
and to convey the reassembled packet via the switch over the 
LAN to the destination address. In a disclosed embodiment, 
the manager node is connected to first and second ports 
among the plurality of the ports of the Switch, and is config 
ured to receive the data frames from the access points through 
the first port and to convey the reassembled packet to the LAN 
via the second port. The manager node may be further con 
figured to receive a downlink data packet from the LAN via 
the second port, and to fragment the downlink data packet into 
a further succession of the data frames and to convey the 
further succession of the data frames via the first port to the 
selected one of the access points, which is operative to reas 
semble the downlink data packet for transmission over the 
WLAN to the mobile Station. 
0022. In one embodiment, the address of the manager 
node on the LAN includes a Layer 3 address, and each of the 
Succession of the data frames among which the uplink data 
packet is fragmented includes a Layer 3 encapsulating packet, 
having a destination address corresponding to the Layer 3 
address of the manager node. 
0023 Typically, the messages conveyed by the access 
points responsively to the uplink signal include an indication 
ofa strength of the uplink signal received respectively by each 
of the one or more of the access points, and the manager node 
is adapted to select, responsively to the indication and prior to 
receiving the messages from all of the one or more of the 
access points, the one of the access points to respond to the 
uplink signal. The access points may be adapted to set, 
responsively to the strength of the uplink signal, a priority 
indicator in the messages to be conveyed over the LAN So as 
to cause the Switch to deliver a first message indicating a 
strong uplink signal before delivering a second message indi 
cating a weak uplink signal. Additionally or alternatively, the 
access points may be adapted, responsively to the strength of 
the uplink signal, to delay transmission of Some of the mes 
sages over the LAN, so that a first message indicating a strong 
uplink signal is transmitted with a smaller delay than a second 
message indicating a weak uplink signal. 
0024. There is also provided, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention, apparatus for mobile 
communication, including: 
0025 a switch, having a plurality of ports for connection 
to a wired local area network (LAN); 
0026 a plurality of access points, which are arranged in a 
wireless local area network (WLAN) to communicate over 
the air with a mobile station, and which are coupled by the 
LAN to the switch so that upon receiving at one or more of the 
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access points an uplink message transmitted over the WLAN 
by the mobile station, the one or more of the access points 
convey the uplink message over the LAN to the switch; and 
0027 a manager node, which is connected to first and 
second ports among the plurality of the ports of the Switch, 
and is configured to receive the uplink message from the 
access points through the first port and to convey the uplink 
message via the second port over the LAN to a destination 
address of the message. 
0028. In a disclosed embodiment, the manager node has 

first and second addresses on the LAN, which are respectively 
associated with the first and second ports, and the access 
points are adapted to convey the uplink message over the 
LAN in the form of data frames directed to the first address. 
Typically, the uplink message includes a data packet, and the 
access points are adapted to fragment the uplink data packet 
among a Succession of the data frames for conveyance over 
the LAN to the first address, and the manager node is adapted 
to reassemble the data packet from the Succession of the data 
frames, and to convey the reassembled data packet via the 
second port over the LAN to the destination address, using the 
second address as a source address. 
0029. Additionally or alternatively, the manager node is 
further configured to receive a downlink message from the 
LAN via the second port, and to convey the downlink mes 
sage via the first port to one of the access points, which is 
operative to transmit the downlink message over the WLAN 
to the mobile station. 
0030 There is additionally provided, in accordance with 
an embodiment of the present invention, a method for mobile 
communication, including: 
0031 arranging a plurality of access points in a wireless 
local area network (WLAN) to communicate over the air with 
a mobile station using a common basic service set identifica 
tion (BSSID) for all the access points; 
0032 receiving at one or more of the access points an 
uplink signal transmitted over the WLAN by the mobile sta 
tion using the common BSSID: 
0033 conveying messages responsively to the uplink sig 
nal from the one or more of the access points over a wired 
local area network (LAN) linking the access points to a man 
ager node: 
0034 processing the messages at the manager node so as 
to select one of the access points to respond to the uplink 
signal, and conveying a response instruction from the man 
ager node to the selected one of the access points; and 
0035 transmitting a response from the selected one of the 
access points to the mobile station responsively to the 
response instruction. 
0036. There is further provided, in accordance with an 
embodiment of the present invention, a method for mobile 
communication, including: 
0037 coupling a manager node to first and second ports 
among a plurality of ports of a Switch in a wired local area 
network (LAN); 
0.038 arranging a plurality of access points in a wireless 
local area network (WLAN) to communicate over the air with 
a mobile station; 
0039 receiving at one or more of the access points an 
uplink message transmitted over the WLAN by the mobile 
station, the uplink message containing a destination address; 
0040 passing the uplink message from the one or more of 
the access points over the LAN to the manager node via the 
first port of the switch; and 
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0041 conveying the uplink message from the manager 
node via the second port over the LAN to the destination 
address. 
0042. The present invention will be more fully understood 
from the following detailed description of the embodiments 
thereof, taken together with the drawings in which: 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0043 FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illus 
trates a WLAN system, in accordance with a preferred 
embodiment of the present invention; and 
0044 FIGS. 2A and 2B are flow charts that schematically 
illustrate a method for communication between a mobile 
station and access points in a WLAN system, in accordance 
with an embodiment of the present invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS 

0045 FIG. 1 is a block diagram that schematically illus 
trates a wireless LAN (WLAN) system 20, in accordance 
with an embodiment of the present invention. System 20 is 
built around a wired LAN 22, comprising LAN switches 24, 
26. Although three switches are shown here by way of 
example, in practice LAN 22 may comprise a larger or 
Smaller number of Switches, in Substantially any topology 
known in the art. Typically, LAN 22 comprises an Ethernet 
LAN, in accordance with one of the IEEE 802.3 standards. 
Preferably, for the purposes of the present embodiment, the 
LAN has a characteristic data rate of at least 1 Gbps, as 
provided, for instance, by Gigabit Ethernet LANs. Alterna 
tively, system 20 may be built around a lower-speed LAN, 
such as a 100 Mbps Ethernet LAN. In either case, embodi 
ments of the present invention provide novel methods for 
reducing latency of communication over LAN 22 between 
WLAN elements, as described below, in order to meet the 
tight timing requirements of the WLAN while using standard 
LAN switches 24, 26 substantially without modification. 
0046 LAN 22 may be a general-purpose LAN, which in 
addition to its novel WLAN-related functions (as described 
below), also serves fixed computers 28, such as servers and/or 
workstations. For example, LAN 22 may be part of an exist 
ing enterprise or campus network and need not have any 
special or non-standard properties in order to serve WLAN 
system 20. LAN 22 is typically connected to other wired 
networks via one or more gateways 29, as are known in the art. 
0047. As a further alternative, switches 24, 26 may com 
prise Layer 3 switches, i.e., routers, such as Internet Protocol 
(IP) routers. Although certain aspects of implementation of 
system 20 are described hereinbelow with particular refer 
ence to Layer 2 (Ethernet) LAN functions, modification of the 
implementation for Layer 3 operation will be apparent to 
those skilled in the art. Some of the specific changes in imple 
mentation that are required for Layer 3 operation are pointed 
out in the description below. 
0048 WLAN system 20 comprises multiple access points 
30, which are configured for data communication with mobile 
stations 32. The mobile stations typically comprise comput 
ing devices, such as desktop, portable or handheld devices. In 
the exemplary embodiments described hereinbelow, it is 
assumed that the access points and mobile stations commu 
nicate with one another in accordance with one of the stan 
dards in the IEEE 802.11 family and observe the 802.11 
medium access control (MAC) layer conventions. Details of 
the 802.11 MAC layer are described in ANSI/IEEE Standard 
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801.11 (1999 Edition), and specifically in Part 11: Wireless 
LAN Medium Access Control (MAC) and Physical Layer 
(PHY) Specifications, which is incorporated herein by refer 
ence. The principles of the present invention, however, are not 
limited to the 802.11 standards, and may likewise be applied 
to substantially any type of WLAN, including HiperLAN, 
Bluetooth and hiswan-based systems. 
0049 Access points 30 are connected by LAN 22, which 
serves as the distribution system (DS) for the WLAN system. 
In other words, each of the access points is connected to a 
respective port of one of Switches 24, 26 and has an assigned 
Ethernet MAC address on the LAN. The LAN connects the 
access points to a node that serves as an access point manager 
34, which is also referred to hereinbelow as a BSS manager 
(BSSMGR). Manager 34 typically comprises a computer, 
operating under the control of Software Suitable for carrying 
out the functions described hereinbelow. The software may be 
downloaded to manager 34 in electronic form, or it may 
alternatively be provided on tangible media, such as CD 
ROM. Alternatively or additionally, manager 34 may com 
prise dedicated hardware circuits in order to accelerate the 
performance of its functions. 
0050 Typically, for reasons explained further hereinbe 
low, manager 34 is connected to two ports 36 and 38 of switch 
26, and accordingly has two MAC addresses. Port 38 is used 
for low-latency communication with access points 30, using 
a novel fragmentation and encapsulation protocol described 
below. Port 36 is used for high-throughput data transfer to and 
from other nodes on LAN 22, including gateway 29. Manager 
34 thus has two MAC addresses on LAN 22—one associated 
with port 38 for communication with access points 30, and 
another associated with port 36 for communication with other 
nodes. Access points 30 are typically configured to commu 
nicate over LAN 22 exclusively with manager 34 via port 38. 
Thus all traffic on LAN 22 to and from the access points (and 
thus to and from mobile stations 32) passes through manager 
34, rather than going directly through Switch 26. 
0051 Although manager 34 is shown and described here 
as a single unit, in practice, the functions of the manager may 
be divided among two or more units, which may occupy 
separate nodes in System 20. For example, as described in the 
above-mentioned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 10/664, 
631, manager 34 may be split into two logical entities: a 
control processor for handling management traffic (Such as 
the association process, access point selection and handovers, 
as described hereinbelow), and a packet processor for han 
dling data traffic to and from access points 30. The packet 
processor (whether integrated with or separate from the con 
trol processor) may also perform packet encryption and 
decryption functions, which are typically performed by the 
access points themselves in WLAN systems known in the art. 
The control processor and packet processor may be contained 
physically in a single box or in separate boxes. Alternatively 
or additionally, the control processor and/or packet processor 
may be physically integrated, in the form of one or more 
plug-in boards, for example, with switch 26 or with another 
node on LAN 22. 

0.052 Furthermore, some or all of the functions of man 
ager 34 may be distributed among a plurality of manager 
nodes or packet processors. For example, another manager 
node (not shown) may be connected to one of Switches 24. 
This distributed functionality has the potential advantages of 
redundancy, making system 20 immune to a single point of 
failure, and reduced bandwidth requirements, by splitting 
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packet traffic among different processors. When multiple 
packet processors are used, for example, each mobile station 
32 may be assigned to one of the packet processors in order to 
balance the computational load among the processors. This 
assignment of packet processors to mobile stations may be 
performed by a single control processor, which then informs 
access points 30 of the packet processor node that is assigned 
to serve each mobile station. 
0053. Notwithstanding the possibilities of functional and 
physical separation of manager 34 into multiple separate 
units or of integration of manager 34 with other network 
nodes, in the embodiments described below manager 34 is 
treated as a single functional unit for the sake of conceptual 
simplicity and clarity. 
0054 Access points 30 in system 20 are preferably closely 
spaced, operate on a common frequency channel, and share a 
common BSSID. For increased capacity, system 20 may 
include other, similar groups of access points (not shown in 
the figure), operating on other frequency channels, to the 
extent permitted by the applicable WLAN standard and regu 
latory regulations. Each of these groups has its own BSSID 
and operates in a manner Substantially identical to that 
described hereinbelow with respect to access points 30. These 
other groups of access points may be connected to the same 
LAN 22 and may be managed by the same manager 34, or 
they may be managed independently by another manager. In 
any case, because they operate on different frequency chan 
nels, the different groups of access points are substantially 
independent of one another and may be regarded as separate 
systems. It is therefore sufficient to describe the operation of 
a single group, as shown in FIG. 1, in order to provide an 
understanding of the present invention. 
0055 Since access points 30 operate on the same fre 
quency channel, radio waves may typically reach mobile 
station 32 from multiple access points simultaneously on this 
frequency channel. By the same token, uplink radio messages 
transmitted by mobile station 32 may be received at about the 
same time by multiple access points. In conventional WLAN 
systems, under these circumstances, mobile station 32 would 
receive downlink acknowledgment and response messages 
from two or more of the access points, which would probably 
result in inability of the mobile station to communicate with 
any of the access points. In embodiments of the present inven 
tion, manager 34 resolves this conflict by selecting one of 
access points 30 a priori to communicate with each mobile 
station (usually—though not necessarily—the closest access 
point to the mobile station, meaning the access point that 
received the uplink signal with the highest signal strength). 
Manager 34 conveys response instructions to the selected 
access point over LAN 22, as described hereinbelow. The 
other access points meanwhile refrain from interfering. 
0056 Implementing this mode of operation requires 
modifying the behavior of the access points, relative to con 
ventional 802.11 access points. The 802.11 standard provides 
that an access point should acknowledge and respond to all 
uplink messages that are directed to the BSSID of the access 
point. Thus, if access points 30 were configured in the con 
ventional manner, all the access points would acknowledge 
the uplink messages from mobile stations 32, without waiting 
for instructions from manager 34. 
0057 To overcome this limitation, access points 22 may 
be configured to emulate mobile stations and, for this pur 
pose, may be assigned their own, unique WLAN MAC 
addresses. Some off-shelf WLAN interface chips, such as 
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WLAN chipsets produce by Atheros Communications 
(Sunnyvale, Calif.), permit this reconfiguration to be carried 
out by an appropriate firmware command to the chip. When 
configured to emulate mobile stations in this manner, each 
access point 30 acknowledges uplink data messages only 
when the data messages are directed to its assigned MAC 
address. The access point passes all these data messages over 
LAN 22 to manager 34 via port 38 (the low-latency port) on 
Switch 26, after fragmenting and encapsulating the messages 
in the manner described below. The access point in this con 
figuration ignores uplink data messages that are directed to 
other MAC addresses, except to measure the signal strengths 
of these uplink transmissions, as is also described below. The 
access point still receives and passes on control and manage 
ment uplink messages over LAN 22 to manager 34, however, 
since these messages contain a special MAC address, equal to 
the BSSID of the access point. 
0058. The use of conventional WLAN hardware to 
achieve the novel functionality of the present invention is 
generally advantageous in reducing the cost of system 20. 
Alternatively or additionally, access points 30 may comprise 
custom or semi-custom hardware, designed for the purposes 
of the present invention. For example, some or all of the 
MAC-layer functions of manager 34 may be performed by a 
field-programmable gate array (FPGA), which may be pro 
grammed in the manner described in U.S. patent application 
Ser. No. 10/699,258, filed Oct. 30, 2003. This patent applica 
tion is assigned to the assignee of the present patent applica 
tion, and its disclosure is incorporated herein by reference. 
Other implementations will be apparent to those skilled in the 
art. In any case, the novel operation of access points 30 and 
manager 34 is transparent to mobile stations 32, which oper 
ate in accordance with the 802.11 standard without modifi 
cation. 

0059 FIGS. 2A and 2B are a flow chart that schematically 
illustrates communication between mobile station 32 and 
access points 30 in system 20, in accordance with an embodi 
ment of the present invention. The flow chart is arranged to 
show the sequence of messages and associated actions per 
formed by the mobile station, by two access points (identified 
arbitrarily AP1 and AP2), and by manager 34 (BSSMGR). 
For the sake of simplicity, only these two access points are 
represented in this figure, and AP1 is selected by manager 34 
to respond to mobile station 32. In practice, this method is 
typically carried out over a larger group of access points. 
0060 Communication between mobile station 32 and 
access points 30 under the 802.11 standard begins with a 
probe request 40, in order to identify available access points 
to which the mobile station may connect. The access points 
then forward the probe request to manager 34, at a forwarding 
step 42. Each access point encapsulates the probe request 
message, as well as the further messages described below, in 
a conventional Ethernet data frame, with its own LAN MAC 
address as the source address, and the MAC address of man 
ager 34 that is associated with port 38 as the destination 
address. When access points 30 must communicate with man 
ager 34 through a Layer 3 (IP) switch, the probe request 
message (and Subsequent messages) is encapsulated in an IP 
packet, with the IP address of the access point as the source 
address and the IP address of manager 34 as the destination 
address. 

0061 The access points that receive the probe request 
typically measure the strength of the signal. Optionally, the 
access points forward a received signal strength indication 
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(RSSI) to manager 34 together with the probe request. Alter 
natively, RSSI measurements may be sent periodically, and 
not for every packet received, in order to reduce bandwidth 
consumption on LAN 22. 
0062. Manager 34 selects an access point (AP1 in the 
present example) to respond to mobile station 32, at an access 
point selection step 44. Typically, the access point reporting 
the strongest RSSI for a given mobile station is in the best 
position to communicate with that mobile station at the high 
est Supportable data rate, and the manager therefore chooses 
this access point to respond to the mobile station. In order to 
minimize the time required for manager 34 to determine 
which of the access points has the strongest RSSI, the report 
ing frames sent by the access points over LAN 22 are prefer 
ably prioritized according to RSSI strength. Various mecha 
nisms may be used to achieve the desired prioritization, for 
example: 

0.063. Access points 30 may add a priority indication, 
such as a Quality of Service (QoS) tag, to the frames that 
they transmit over LAN 22. For instance, IEEE 802.1p 
(which is a part of the IEEE 802.1D: ISO/IEC 15802-3 
MAC Bridges standard) specifies the addition of a 
three-bit service priority field to the Ethernet header. 
Each access point determines the value to insert in this 
field depending on the RSSI reading: the stronger the 
RSSI, the higher the priority of the reporting frame. 
When switch 26 receives reporting frames from multiple 
access points simultaneously, it will pass the frame with 
the highest priority—and hence the strongest RSSI—to 
manager 34 before the other reporting frames. 

0064. To ensure that the frame reporting the strongest 
RSSI is the first to reach switch 26, access points 30 may 
back off transmission of reporting frames with weaker 
RSSI. Upon receiving an uplink signal from mobile 
station 32 with the strongest RSSI level, the receiving 
access point will send a reporting frame immediately. If 
the RSSI value is intermediate, the access point will 
delay transmission of the reporting frame by a short 
time, typically 1 us. If the RSSI value is still weaker, the 
transmission delay may be even longer, Such as 2 us. 
Since the propagation delay over the air from mobile 
stations 32 to access points 30 typically varies by no 
more than 100 ns, this back-off scheme will generally 
ensure that the frame with strongest RSSI will be the first 
to reach switch 26, and thus the first to reach manager 34. 

As a result of these prioritization methods, manager 34 is 
typically able to select the access point that is to respond to 
mobile station 32 based on the first RSSI reporting frame that 
it receives, and need not wait to compare the RSSI values 
reported by different access points. This rapid selection is 
important in meeting the timing constraints imposed by the 
802.11 standards, as described further hereinbelow. 
0065. To reduce still further the latency of response to the 
uplink message, the access points may report their RSSI 
values in separate reporting frames, prior to forwarding the 
actual uplink message at step 42 (and at Subsequent forward 
ing steps described hereinbelow). The access points may be 
programmed to make their RSSI measurements based only on 
the initial bits of the uplink message, and thus to send their 
RSSI reporting frames immediately, even before receiving 
the entire uplink message. In this manner, manager 34 may be 
able to select the access point that is to respond to the uplink 
message while the mobile station is still transmitting the 
message. These methods for expediting communication 
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between the access points and manager are useful especially 
when LAN 22 operates at a relatively low speed, such as 100 
Mbps, but they are also useful even in high-speed LANs. 
0066 Alternatively, manager 34 may initially select at 
random the access point that is to respond to probe request 40, 
and may subsequently appoint a new access point to commu 
nicate with the mobile station based on the RSSI. 
0067. As noted above, the access points typically measure 
the strength of the signal for every uplink packet they receive, 
and then periodically transmit the updated RSSI measure 
ments to manager 34, which may lead the manager to change 
the access point that is selected to respond to a given mobile 
station. Alternatively or additionally, the manager may take 
other factors into consideration, such as load balancing 
among the access points, in order to select the access point to 
respond in each case. In any case, selection of the access point 
in this manner, from among access points closely within the 
service region of system 20, allows the mobile stations to 
communicate over the WLAN system with generally better 
signal quality, and therefore higher data rates, than in WLAN 
systems known in the art. 
0068. Upon selecting access point AP1 to respond to the 
probe request at step 44, manager 34 generates an appropriate 
response and conveys the response to the selected access 
point. AP1 returns a probe response 46, as instructed by 
manager 34, to mobile station 32. Other access points do not 
respond. The mobile station then Submits an authentication 
request 48, in accordance with the 802.11 standard. The 
authentication request specifies the BSSID which, as noted 
above, is shared by both AP1 and AP2. Therefore, the authen 
tication request is, again, received by both AP1 and AP2, and 
forwarded to manager 34 at a forwarding step 50. 
0069. According to the 802.11 standard, after submitting 
request 48, the mobile station will expect to receive an 
acknowledgment (ACK) from the appropriate access point 
within a short period after transmitting the last bit of the 
uplink packet, typically within 10 us for 802.11b or 16 us for 
802.11a or 802.11g. The method described above for expe 
diting RSSI transmission and access point selection is useful 
in keeping the ACK response time within these limits. Still, it 
may sometimes occur that the acknowledgment is not sent in 
time. In this case, the mobile station will retransmit the asso 
ciation request until it receives a response. If no response is 
received within a predetermined time period, the mobile sta 
tion will treat the association request as having failed. The 
cycle of forwarding association requests (and other mes 
sages) to manager 34 and waiting for the manager to respond 
may sometimes take longer than the 10-16 us maximum set 
by the standard. Even when such a failure does not occur, the 
repeated retransmissions consume radio bandwidth in system 
20 that could otherwise be used for data transmissions. A 
similar problem will occur after data messages and other sorts 
of uplink transmissions by mobile stations. 
0070. To alleviate this problem, upon receiving the 
authentication request at step 50, and before actually respond 
ing to the request, manager 34 may order access point AP1 to 
switch from its usual mobile station emulation (STA) mode to 
an access point (AP) mode. In AP mode, the access point 
acknowledges all uplink messages sent to its assigned 
BSSID. Therefore, when mobile station 32 retransmits the 
authentication request, AP1 will immediately return an 
acknowledgment to the mobile station, as required by the 
802.11 standard. Alternatively, manager 34 may temporarily 
switch the MAC address of AP1 to correspond to the desti 
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nation MAC address of the authentication request, which will 
likewise cause AP1 to acknowledge the retransmitted uplink 
message. AP1 Subsequently returns (either autonomously or 
under instructions from manager 34) to its usual mobile sta 
tion emulation mode. Similar techniques may be used in 
responding to data messages and other sorts of uplink mes 
sages from the mobile stations. Further details of these tech 
niques of mode-switching or address-switching are described 
in the above-mentioned U.S. patent application Ser. No. 
10/664.631. 
0071. In reply to authentication request 48, manager 34 
generates the appropriate authentication response and passes 
response instructions to the selected access point (AP1), at a 
response generation step 52. AP1 then returns an authentica 
tion response 54 to mobile station 32, indicating that the 
mobile station is authorized to continue communications with 
the WLAN system. 
0072 The next step in the 802.11 communication man 
agement process is for mobile station 32 to Submit an asso 
ciation request 56, asking to be associated with the BSS of 
access points 30. This request also specifies the BSSID shared 
by AP1 and AP2. The access points forward the association 
request to manager 34 for processing, at a forwarding step 58. 
If necessary, AP1 may be prompted to return an acknowledg 
ment, as noted above. In reply to the association request, 
manager 34 generates the appropriate association response 
and passes response instructions to AP1, at a response gen 
eration step 60. AP1 accordingly returns an association 
response 62 to mobile station 32. The mobile station is now 
ready to begin data communications with System 20. Option 
ally, data communications may be preceded by additional 
management-related communication steps, such as exchange 
of EAPOL (Extensible Authentication Protocol Over LAN) 
packets between mobile station 32 and access points 30, as is 
known in the art. These additional steps are handled in similar 
manner to the association steps described above. 
0073. As a precursor to application-level data communi 
cations, mobile station 32 must typically ascertain the net 
work address of the destination server or peer computer with 
which it wishes to communicate. The mobile station must 
also determine the MAC address of the destination or of the 
router through which packets to this destination should be 
sent (if the destination is outside the subnet in which the 
mobile station is located). Various protocols are known in the 
art for this purpose. Probably the most commonly-used pro 
tocol of this type is the well-known Address Resolution Pro 
tocol (ARP), which is described by Plummer in Request for 
Comments (RFC) 826 of the Internet Engineering Task Force 
(IETF), entitled “An EthernetAddress Resolution Protocol 
(1982), which is incorporated herein by reference. Given a 
particular Internet Protocol (IP) destination address, ARP 
determines the MAC address to which packets to this IP 
address should be forwarded. Although ARP relates specifi 
cally to IP and Ethernet addressing, other, similar protocols 
are known in the art for resolving other network layer (Layer 
3) and MAC layer (Layer 2) addressing schemes. Therefore, 
although certain techniques are described hereinbelow with 
reference to ARP, these techniques may be extended in a 
straightforward manner to other protocols and addressing 
schemes. 

(0074 Mobile station 32 sends an ARP request 64 in order 
to determine the MAC address to which it should send data 
packets destined for a certain IP address. The ARP request is 
contained in a data frame sent over the WLAN, with a broad 
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cast MAC address, as is known in the art. Therefore, both AP1 
and AP2 (and other access points receiving the ARP request) 
forward the request to manager 34, at a forwarding step 66. 
Manager 34 generates ARP response instructions, at a 
response generation step 68. The ARP response to mobile 
station 32 informs the mobile station that the MAC address to 
which data packets to the desired IP address should be sent is 
the MAC address of the selected access point, AP1. Access 
point AP1 returns the appropriate ARP response 70 to the 
mobile station. All subsequent ARP requests by the mobile 
station, with respect to other IP addresses, receive the same 
response. In this manner, all entries in the ARP table of each 
mobile station 32 will be made to contain the same MAC 
address—that of the access point that was selected to serve 
the particular mobile station. 
0075 Having resolved the required MAC address, mobile 
station 32 can now send a data message 71 to this address. The 
data message comprises a packet, such as an IP packet with 
the appropriate IP destination address. It is encapsulated by 
the mobile Station in a WLAN MAC frame with the MAC 
destination address of AP1. When access point AP1 receives 
this message, it ascertains that the MAC destination address 
matches its own assigned address, and immediately sends an 
acknowledgment (ACK) 72 back to the mobile station. Other 
access points ignore message 71, since it is not addressed to 
their MAC addresses. 
0076 AP1 fragments and forwards the data message to 
manager 34 for processing, at an uplink forwarding step 73. 
The reason for fragmenting data messages at this step is to 
avoid clogging access to and from manager 34 via port 38. In 
order to meet the requirements of the 802.11 protocol, such as 
timely acknowledgment of uplink messages, manager 34 
must be able to communicate with access points 30 with low 
latency—typically taking no more than about 10-16 us for an 
exchange of messages between an access point and the man 
ager. On the other hand, 802.11 WLAN and Ethernet LAN 
standards normally permit transmission of very long data 
frames, up to at least 1500 bytes. Even at a data rate of 1Gbps 
on LAN 22, a frame of 1500 bytes takes 12 us to transmit onto 
the LAN, and can block the path through switch 26 between 
an access point and manager 34 for more than twice that long. 
Thus, when one mobile station 32 transmits or receives along 
data frame, it may delay communications between manager 
34 and access points 30 for so long that the WLAN connec 
tions of other mobile stations will time out and fail. 
0077. Therefore, at step 73, AP1 breaks up the data mes 
sage sent by mobile station 32 into short fragments, and 
encapsulates these fragments in a succession of Ethernet 
frames for transmission to manager 34 via port 38. The struc 
ture of such a frame is shown below in Table I: 

TABLE I 

MESSAGE ENCAPSULATION FRAME 

Ethernet Index 
header 

Payload CRC 

Each frame generated by any access point 30 includes, as 
noted above, a standard Ethernet header with the MAC 
addresses of the access point and of manager 34 as source and 
destination addresses, respectively. An index follows, which 
indicates the position of the payload of the current frame in 
the overall data message, so as to aid manager 34 in identify 
ing the beginning and end of the message and ordering the 
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fragments for reassembly. The payload contains afragment of 
the data message. Both the header and the payload of the data 
message sent by the mobile station are fragmented and trans 
mitted in this manner. Typically, the length of the fragments is 
chosen so that each of the encapsulating frames is no longer 
than 10% of the maximum frame length permitted on LAN 
22. To minimize latency of communications through port 38. 
the encapsulating frames may be even Smaller, down to the 
smallest size permitted on LAN 22. Typically, the smallest 
frame size supported by Ethernet switches is 64 bytes, but 
Some Switches Support "runt packets of even Smaller size. 
The data frame ends with a CRC field, as required by Ethernet 
standards. 
0078 Thus, it will be observed that each of the short mes 
sage encapsulation frames created by AP1 is capable of being 
transmitted over a Gigabit Ethernet LAN in less than 1 us. As 
a result, low-latency communication between the access 
points and manager 34 via port 38 is assured, and the above 
mentioned timing requirements of the 802.11 protocol can be 
met. In the case of a 100Mbps LAN, the transmission time of 
a 64 byte frame will be about 5us, and typical switch latencies 
are in the range of 6-11 us, so that meeting 802.11 timing 
requirements is more difficult. The 802.1 p-based prioritiza 
tion scheme described above can be useful in expediting the 
transmission of RSSI reports and other control-related com 
munications between the manager and access points, relative 
to data communication with the mobile stations. When nec 
essary, the access points and manager may drop data frames 
in order to permit immediate transmission of control-related 
frames. 
0079 Alternatively, when switches 24 and 26 comprise 
Layer 3 switches, such as IP routers, AP1 may encapsulate the 
message fragments in a succession of IP packets, as shown in 
Table II: 

TABLE II 

MESSAGE ENCAPSULATION PACKET 

Ethernet IP Index 
header header 

Payload CRC 

The IP header contains the IP address of the access point as 
the IP source address, and the IP address of manager 34 as the 
IP destination address. The IP address of the access point is 
used only for communication between the access point and 
manager 34 and is not available to other entities on LAN 22. 
Each packet is contained in an Ethernet data frame or other 
Layer 2 data frame, as is known in the art. In order to avoid the 
need for switches 24 and 26 to direct ARP requests to the IP 
addresses of access points 30 in order to determine the cor 
responding MAC addresses for routing purposes, the ARP 
tables of the switches may be pre-programmed with the 
appropriate IP and MAC addresses. For example, manager 34 
may use the Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) 
to program the Switches. Alternatively, manager 34 may use 
ARP proxy techniques (also known as ARP spoofing') for 
this purpose. These and other suitable methods of router 
programming are well known in the art. 
0080. Although the fragmentation of data messages sent to 
and from mobile stations 32 may reduce the throughput of 
LAN 22, due to the increased transmission overhead that is 
incurred, the net loss of throughput is negligible from the 
point of view of WLAN system 20. The limiting factor in the 
WLAN throughput is not the net rate of data transmission on 
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LAN 22 (which operates at 1 Gbps or greater), but rather the 
data rate in transmissions over the air between access points 
30 and mobile stations 32, which is limited by present stan 
dards to less than 100 Mbps. 
0081 Returning now to FIG. 2B, manager 34 receives and 
processes the message forwarded by AP1, at a message pro 
cessing step 74. As noted above, the message is typically 
fragmented over a Succession of data frames or packets. Man 
ager 34 reassembles the original data message from the 
encapsulation payloads in the proper order, using the index 
inserted by the access point. Once the manager has reas 
sembled the message, it reads the IP destination address (or 
other network address) in the reassembled packet header. The 
header tells manager 34 whether the data message should be 
transmitted to another node in System 20. Such as another one 
of mobile stations 32 or fixed computers 28, or should be 
routed or bridged out of system 20, via gateway 29, for 
example. 
0082 Unless the message from mobile station 32 is 
directed to another one of the mobile stations in system 20, 
manager 34 transmits the reassembled message to its desti 
nation via port 36 of switch 26. The manager uses the MAC 
address that is associated with port 36 as the Ethernet source 
address of the transmission. As a result, other nodes on LAN 
22 will learn to associate the MAC address of manager 34 on 
port 36 with the IP address of the mobile station sending the 
message. The other nodes will then return any reply to this 
same MAC address. Sinceport 38 is reserved for low-latency 
communications between the manager and access points, port 
36 may operate as a conventional, high-throughput Ethernet 
port, without special fragmentation requirements. 
0083. Eventually, after sending the reassembled data 
packet to the appropriate destination at step 74, manager 34 
receives a data response 75 (or other incoming data packet) 
directed to the IP address of mobile station 32. The manager 
fragments the data packet and encapsulates the fragments in a 
sequence of short Ethernet frames or IP packets, at a downlink 
forwarding step 76, in a manner similar to that described 
above at step 73. It passes these frames through port 38, via 
switch 26, to the selected access point, AP1. If manager 34 
needs to send a high-priority frame (regarding acknowledg 
ment of a new uplink message from one of the mobile sta 
tions, for example) to any of the access points, the manager 
may simply send the high-priority frame in the midst of the 
sequence without ill effect. Upon receiving the encapsulating 
frames or packets, AP1 reassembles the encapsulated pay 
loads and transmits a data response 77 to the appropriate 
mobile station. The mobile station may send additional data 
messages, including further ARP requests, which are handled 
in the manner described above. 

0084. Manager 34 may, from time to time, hand over a 
given mobile station 32 from one access point 30 to another, 
i.e., it may change the access point that is assigned to serve the 
mobile station. The handover decision is typically based on 
the RSSI values transmitted by the various access points to the 
manager, as described above. Typically, if the RSSI value of 
another access point, Such as AP2, is significantly stronger 
than that of AP1, manager 34 will decide to make the han 
dover. The change in relative signal strengths between AP1 
and AP2 may be due to movement of the mobile station within 
the service region of system 20, for example, or due to other 
changes, such as movement of people or objects in the service 
region. Manager 34 may also decide to change the serving 
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access point for a given mobile station based on other con 
siderations, such as load balancing or network management 
constraints. 
0085. In order to hand over mobile station 32 from AP1 to 
AP2, the ARP table held by the mobile station must be modi 
fied to point to the WLAN MAC address of AP2, rather than 
AP1. ARP spoofing may be used for this purpose, as 
described in detail in the above-mentioned U.S. patent appli 
cation Ser. No. 10/664.631. Briefly, manager 34 instructs AP1 
to send a spoofed ARP response to mobile station 32, instruct 
ing the mobile station to replace all the entries in its ARP table 
with new entries containing the MAC address of AP2. Thus, 
the next time mobile station 32 sends a data message, the 
MAC destination address of the data message will be the 
MAC address of AP2. As a result, AP1 will ignore the mes 
sage, while AP2 sends ACK 72, forwards the message to 
manager 34 at step 73, and returns the response at step 77, as 
described above. 
I0086 Although the operation of WLAN system 20 is 
described hereinabove with reference to the 802.11 family of 
standards, using certain protocols and terminology taken 
from these and other standards, the principles of the present 
invention may similarly be applied in wireless LANs of other 
types, based on other standards and communication proto 
cols. Similarly, although LAN 22 is described hereinabove as 
an Ethernet LAN, other types of wired LANs may be used 
instead to connect access points 30 to manager 34, as long as 
the LAN speed is sufficient to meet the timing requirements 
of the applicable WLAN protocol. In addition, the principles 
of the present invention may be applied in wireless personal 
area networks (PANs), as defined by IEEE Standard 802.15, 
including ultra-wide band (UWB) PANs. 
I0087. It will thus be appreciated that the embodiments 
described above are cited by way of example, and that the 
present invention is not limited to what has been particularly 
shown and described hereinabove. Rather, the scope of the 
present invention includes both combinations and Subcombi 
nations of the various features described hereinabove, as well 
as variations and modifications thereof which would occur to 
persons skilled in the art upon reading the foregoing descrip 
tion and which are not disclosed in the prior art. 

1. Apparatus for mobile communication, comprising: 
a Switch, having a plurality of ports for connection to a 

wired local area network (LAN); 
a plurality of access points, which are arranged in a wire 

less local area network (WLAN) to communicate over 
the air on a common frequency channel with a mobile 
station using a common basic service set identification 
(BSSID) for all the access points, and which are coupled 
by the LAN to the switch so that upon receiving at one or 
more of the access points an uplink signal transmitted 
over the WLAN by the mobile station on the common 
frequency channel, the one or more of the access points 
convey messages responsively to the uplink signal over 
the LAN to the Switch; and 

a manager node, which is coupled to the Switch so as to 
receive the messages and is adapted to process the mes 
Sages so as to select one of the access points to respond 
to the uplink signal, and to send an instruction via the 
Switch to the selected one of the access points to transmit 
a response to the mobile station. 

2. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the access 
points have respective service areas, and are arranged so that 
the service areas Substantially overlap. 
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3. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the access 
points are configured to communicate with the mobile station 
substantially in accordance with IEEE Standard 802.11. 

4. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the LAN is 
an Ethernet LAN. 

5. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the LAN is 
characterized by a data transmission rate of at least 1 Gbps. 

6. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the LAN is 
characterized by a data transmission rate that is Substantially 
less than 1 Gbps. 

7. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the man 
ager node has an address on the LAN, and wherein the access 
points are adapted to convey the messages over the LAN in 
the form of data frames directed to the address of the manager 
node. 

8. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the access 
points are configured to communicate over the LAN exclu 
sively with the manager node. 

9. The apparatus according to claim 7, wherein the access 
points are adapted to receive an uplink data packet sent by the 
mobile station using the uplink signal, and to fragment the 
uplink data packet among a Succession of the data frames for 
conveyance over the LAN via the Switch to the manager node. 

10. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the access 
points are operative to fragment the uplink data packet so that 
the data frames have a length that is no more than 10% of a 
maximum frame length permitted on the LAN. 

11. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the access 
points are operative to fragment the uplink data packet so that 
the data frames have a length that is equal to a minimum frame 
length permitted on the LAN. 

12. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the uplink 
data packet comprises a destination address, and wherein the 
manager node is adapted to reassemble the uplink data packet 
from the Succession of the data frames, and to convey the 
reassembled packet via the switch over the LAN to the des 
tination address. 

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the man 
ager node is connected to first and second ports among the 
plurality of the ports of the switch, and is configured to 
receive the data frames from the access points through the 
first port and to convey the reassembled packet to the LAN via 
the second port. 

14. The apparatus according to claim 13, wherein the man 
ager node is further configured to receive a downlink data 
packet from the LAN via the second port, and to fragment the 
downlink data packet into a further Succession of the data 
frames and to convey the further Succession of the data frames 
via the first port to the selected one of the access points, which 
is operative to reassemble the downlink data packet for trans 
mission over the WLAN to the mobile station. 

15. The apparatus according to claim 9, wherein the 
address of the manager node on the LAN comprises a Layer 
3 address, and wherein each of the succession of the data 
frames among which the uplink data packet is fragmented 
comprises a Layer 3 encapsulating packet, having a destina 
tion address corresponding to the Layer 3 address of the 
manager node. 
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16. The apparatus according to claim 1, wherein the mes 
sages conveyed by the access points responsively to the 
uplink signal comprise an indication of a strength of the 
uplink signal received respectively by each of the one or more 
of the access points, and wherein the manager node is adapted 
to select, responsively to the indication and prior to receiving 
the messages from all of the one or more of the access points, 
the one of the access points to respond to the uplink signal. 

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 
access points are adapted to set, responsively to the strength 
of the uplink signal, a priority indicator in the messages to be 
conveyed over the LAN so as to cause the switch to deliver a 
first message indicating a strong uplink signal before deliv 
ering a second message indicating a weak uplink signal. 

18. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the 
access points are adapted, responsively to the strength of the 
uplink signal, to delay transmission of some of the messages 
over the LAN, so that a first message indicating a strong 
uplink signal is transmitted with a smaller delay than a second 
message indicating a weak uplink signal. 

19. Apparatus for mobile communication, comprising: 
a Switch, having a plurality of ports for connection to a 

wired local area network (LAN); 
a plurality of access points, which are arranged in a wire 

less local area network (WLAN) to communicate over 
the air with a mobile station, and which are coupled by 
the LAN to the switch so that upon receiving at one or 
more of the access points an uplink message transmitted 
over the WLAN by the mobile station, the one or more of 
the access points convey the uplink message over the 
LAN to the Switch; and 

a manager node, which is connected to first and second 
ports among the plurality of the ports of the Switch, and 
is configured to receive the uplink message from the 
access points through the first port and to convey the 
uplink message via the second port over the LAN to a 
destination address of the message. 

20-27. (canceled) 
28. A method for mobile communication, comprising: 
arranging a plurality of access points in a wireless local 

area network (WLAN) to communicate over the air with 
a mobile station using a common basic service set iden 
tification (BSSID) for all the access points; 

receiving at one or more of the access points an uplink 
signal transmitted over the WLAN by the mobile station 
using the common BSSID: 

conveying messages responsively to the uplink signal from 
the one or more of the access points over a wired local 
area network (LAN) linking the access points to a man 
ager node: 

processing the messages at the manager node so as to select 
one of the access points to respond to the uplink signal, 
and conveying a response instruction from the manager 
node to the selected one of the access points; and 

transmitting a response from the selected one of the access 
points to the mobile station responsively to the response 
instruction. 

29-54. (canceled) 


